MIPCANCUN 2018 – Line-Up
Su contacto : Señora Audrey KAMGA – a-kamga@artefrance.fr
Puede visionar los programas en nuestro sitio web : http://sales.arte.tv/home
Nuestros programas están disponibles en español neutro, inglés, alemán y francés.
También tenemos acuerdos para versiones en portugués brasileiro.
POP CULTURE

MICHAEL JACKSON,
GONE TOO SOON 52’
10 years ago, the best-selling music artist
of all times brutally disappeared, leaving
the world grieving. Today, family and
friends remember their Michael.

GREETINGS FROM PLANET SMURF 52’
Schtroumpfs, Pitufos… everybody knows
them. 60 years after their birth, discover
the true story behind these tiny cartoon
characters who became world-famous
icons thanks to a road-trip tracing the
globally renowned blue imps.

BUILDING ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER 52’
He told you he’ll be back…and that was no true lie!
From the 60s until today, the doc retraces the life of this American icon. It also sheds
a new light on his career as it shows every step is a part of his ambitious plan.
From bodybuilding champ to Hollywood A-lister and governor of California,
Arnold Schwarzenegger is the living and breathing version of the American Dream…
although he’s not American.

SAM SPIEGEL: CONQUERING
HOLLYWOOD 60’
Spiegel owes his success to films such
as The Bridge on the River Kwai, with
7 Academy Awards. Mixing archive
images and interviews, the film portrays
a fascinating and controversial man.

JERRY LEWIS,
THE MAN BEHIND THE CLOWN 52’
Entertainer, filmmaker, clown, producer,
and philanthropist, this film portrays the
incredible career of Jerry Lewis from his
stardom in 1940’s USA to 1960’s Europe
where he reinvented himself.

PARIS FASHION WEEK 52’
Loïc Prigent opens the secret doors
of Paris Fashion Week. Interviews
of creative directors, journalists and
influencers help us understand this
obscure microcosm and give us the keys
to fully apprehend this hidden industry.

WHAT MEN WEAR 52’
Make the most from industry experts’
knowledge of male fashion!
A guided tour of the men’s locker room
– in the loop, irreverent, amusing and
precise with Loïc Prigent.
What men’s style is today?

THE DRAWINGS
OF CHRISTIAN DIOR 52’
A creative biography of the man who
conquered the entire world with his
first collection at the start of 1947 - the
controversial New Look- with interviews
of specialists who worked with Dior.

HACKERS FOR FREEDOM 52’
A fascinating investigation from the
US, France and India, to meet activists
and industrials who struggle to defend
the free code, not only in the computer
business, but every industry such as
automobiles or agriculture.

STARBUCKS UNFILTERED 52’ & 90’
Starbucks is a part of our daily lives. Like
McDonald’s, its 22.000 shops present in
67 countries have made it a recognizable
symbol of globalization. What are the
secrets of this success and the coffee
giant’s dark underside?

A FASHION UPRISING 52’
Globalized fashion is a planet pushed to
its limits, a toxic passion. International
creators, enlightened spirits and activists
are now rising up to humanize fashion.
Weaving, 3D printers,... Today, another
fashion world is possible!

INVESTIGATION

DR. JACK AND MR. NICHOLSON 52’
Everyone knows him, but no one knows
the man behind the actor.
Sexy, rebel, scary and out of control,
this documentary reveals the multiple
faces and complex personality of Jack
Nicholson through his films.

RHINO MAFIA 52’
A documentary thriller about one of the
most profitable illegal trades: Rhinoceros
horn. At 50,000 € a kilo, it sells on the
black market for a higher price than gold
or cocaine…

GOD SAVE RUSSIA 52’		
In Moscow, religious and political powers
work hand in hand in building Russia’s
new ultra conservative and imperial
identity. Kirill, the patriarch of the Russian
Orthodox Church is Putin’s ally.
We follow him for an entire year.

JUSTIN TRUDEAU 52’
Who is Justin Trudeau? Mr. Nice Guy
celebrating diversity, or your next door
politician signing pipelines that are
wrecking the Canadian environment and
trampling the rights of Canadian First
Nations?

IRAN, DREAMS OF EMPIRE 52’		
This film sets out to provide an in-depth
analysis of the strategic objectives of
Iran, encompassing its role in Syria, Iraq,
Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen,
and its relations with Russia, the United
States, France and beyond.

IRAN, THE BATTLE OF WATER 52’
For the Islamic Republic, the battle for
water has become a national emergency.
How has Iran come to sacrifice this
resource much more vital than oil?

HISTORY

ISLAMIC NGO’S 52’
This film provides insight into the
European Islamic humanitarian aid’s
little-known reality – through its main
organizations and some of their
members’ shared destinies in England,
France and Germany.

NUCLEAR SECURITY, THE BIG LIE
2x52’ & 104’
Nobody has the right to communicate on
nuclear security. This investigation on an
unprecedented scale questions: behind
the secret, are the states and the nuclear
industries able to guarantee our security?

THE HARLEM HELLFIGHTERS 52’
By the end of 1917, African-American
soldiers had joined the trenches in
France. By fighting with the “poilus”,
they discovered both the horrors of
war and another world entirely; a world
where racial segregation did not exist.

THE LAST MERCHANTS OF VENICE 52’
This is the fascinating story of a Venice
from the late 19th century to the rise of
Mussolini through the saga of one of
its richest families: the Stucky family.
A forgotten Venice, with incredible
unreleased archives in original color.

FARAH DIBA PAHLAVI, THE LAST EMPRESS 52’
In her own words, Farah Diba Pahlavi tells her turbulent life story, and how she
became the first and only Empress in the history of Persia. The history of this country,
which dates back over millennia, and its culture are as much the theme of this film
as is the life of the Empress, a role model to women in Iran. Rich, partly unpublished
archive material from all periods of Farah Pahlavi’s life, especially from Iran in the
1960s and 1970s are included in the documentary.

DATES THAT MADE HISTORY 10x26’
Through a few major dates, we revisit
world history. Driven by passionate
delivery of historian Patrick Boucheron,
history comes to life under our eyes with
bold and entertaining graphics.

MY LIFE IN HITLER’S GERMANY 2x52’
They all lived under Hitler in Germany,
they all survived, they all tell their stories:
the persecuted Jews, the harassed
opposition...Told only with archival
documents, the film is a deeply-moving
account of Germany and the Third Reich.

KOREA, THE HUNDRED YEAR WAR
2x52’
In 2018, for the first time since the end of
the Korean War in 1953, Donald Trump
and Kim Jong Un met. Supported by
South Korean, they pledged to open a
new era of peace.

THE WARS OF COCO CHANEL 52’
She had to fight many wars to go from
the little orphan maid to the famous
tailor celebarted worldwide. A portrait
of one of the most iconic figures of the
20th century.

SOCIETY

THE TRUE STORY OF KING TUT’S
TREASURE 52’ & 90’ UHD
What happened to the objects found by
Howard Carter after his exploration of
Tutankhamun’s tomb? 90 years later, most
of these objects are brought together in
the precinct of the Museum of Giza.

CANNES, FREEDOM FESTIVAL 52’
The fascinating story of the birth of the
largest Cinema Festival. Created in 1939
as a response to the rise of Fascism and
Nazism, Cannes was meant to be an
event to celebrate freedom in the world
and in cinema.

SEX REVOLUTIONS 2x52’		
From the 1950s to 2000s, from New York
to Paris, this documentary series traces
the process of the sexual revolution that
was first seen as a libertarian and social
revolution before becoming the symbol
of a profound societal revolution.

MAPPING THE WORLD 38x12’
The series deciphers the challenges
of our contemporary world by using
animated maps and graphics. Then
complex world of geopolitics broken
down into 10’, bite-sized chunks.

SCIENCE

SCHOOL OF TOMORROW 2x52’
A global investigation on the different
school systems in the world that explains
how science and new technologies is
revolutionizing education. An exciting
topic that concerns everyone, especially
parents!

NATURE & DISCOVERY

SCIENCIBLE: SCIENCE LIKE YOU HAVE
NEVER SEEN BEFORE 30x2’
Delve into the fascinating universe of
science through beautiful, mysterious
and surprising images! A series where
esthetics will make you experience the
pleasure of discovery.

VOLCANO STORIES 20x26’		
A stunning series shot over 2 years and hosted by geologist Arnaud Guerin who
travels to 40 active volcanoes around the world to learn about these fire mountains
from people who live alongside them and from scientists who protect us from their
danger. Men and women, who love, fear, venerate and depend on these volcanoes,
but would never leave them.

INNOVATION ON BOARD 15x26’
Let’s meet low-tech inventors who have
simple solutions to universal problems
of food, energy, water! Discover the
desalination of seawater in Morocco,
electronics recycling in Togo, the
consumption of insects in Thailand…

360° GEO REPORTS 282x52’
This multiple award-winning series is one
of the most enterprising productions
of its kind. From sapphire mines in
Madagascar, to a small Russian village on
the Arctic Circle. See the world through
different eyes!

IN THE AMERICAS 70x26’ 		
From the Altiplanos of Peru, the
festivals in Columbia to the Great Lakes,
discover the cultural diversity, wonderful
landscapes, people and history. Spend
time in their homes or work, and discover
how they came to be who they are.

THE SILK ROAD 15x26’
From Bursa in Turkey to Xi’an in China,
discover the mythical network of trade
routes that for centuries linked the
Far East to the West. With Alfred de
Montesquiou, a war correspondent for
the Associated Press news agency.

JOURNEY ON FOOT 4x52’ UHD
The series captures the story of people
across three continents who embark
in a lifetime pilgrimage. With stunning
images in India, Africa, in the South
American Andes and in the North
American Rocky Mountains.

MONASTERIES OF EUROPE 5x52’
Why do young people leave the “normal”
world to devote their lives to spirituality?
Let’s embark on a journey to share
the life of monastic communities from
Ireland to Russia and from Greece to
Germany.

LIFESTYLE

AMAZING GARDENS 60x26’ NEW EPS
An original look at contemporary
gardens focusing on examples of the
most recent landscaping. Learn from
those who find innovative solutions that
provide poetic breathing spaces in an
increasingly urbanized world.

SURVIVING IN THE LAGOON 52’ & 43’
In the heart of the Pacific, unrolls one
of Nature’s greatest spectacles filmed
in UHD and extreme slow motion. This
is the story of a little surgeon fish going
through the greatest ordeals – sharks,
whales, groupers – since his birth.

KILLER KITTY 52’
The cat… like you’ve never seen it before !
We forget that despite almost 10 000
years of domestication, this live cudly toy
is also a wild predator ! This is a journey
in those zones where endangered
species need protection from it.

PIGALLE 52’
The film tells the story of a neighborhood
and a people like a vibrant convergence
of Parisian culture. A modern retelling
of Pigalle’s vivid tale from the Trente
Glorieuses till the gentrification in the
2000s.

ART & CULTURE

FOOD MARKETS 15x52’ NEW EPS
They are the heart of the city and nourish
a great part of their population. We all
know what a food market is. But what
do we know about how a food market
actually works? New destinations :
Palermo, Lisbon, Helsinki, Amsterdam…

FOR THE LOVE OF FRENCH CUISINE
6x52’
International chefs are reviving the spirit
of French cuisine. Journey with them
as they dive into the fascinating stories
behind French regional products from
Corsica, Provence, Burgundy,…

THE STRANGE LIFE
OF DR. FRANKENSTEIN 52’
Two centuries ago Mary Shelley wrote
Frankenstein, the modern Prometheus.
The Creature became a pop culture icon,
overshadowing the novel and Doctor
Victor Frankenstein himself.

CHABROL, THE MAVERICK 52’
He is an icon of the French New Wave,
a popular filmmaker and free thinker.
He has left behind him an eclectic
filmography of 58 features films.
Discover an earthy and fun-loving
filmmaker.

MONUMENTS OF LEGEND 5x52’ UHD
Discover the hidden artistic treasures
behind the construction of iconic
monuments, how they fit into art
history and have been preserved!
Visit inaccessible places: Castle of
Fontainebleau, Wagner’s Opera...

SNAPSHOTS 12x26’ NEW EPS
Discover Russia’s, China’s and India’s
fast changing societies through the
lens of their young photographers.
Extraordinary images to better
understand the voices of an era.

MARVELS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN
8x26’ NEW EPS
Each fim is like a fantastic story that
takes viewers on a tremendous journey
to discover a forgotten treasure, country,
history, know-how or men and women.

SMART SECRETS OF GREAT PAINTINGS
24x26’ NEW EPS
Let’s explore art in a totally new way!
The painting comes to life, as animation
overrides the limits of the frame, taking
us to the heart of the canvass and
plunging us into its era and history.

BUDDING STARS, 5 YEARS LATER
5x26’
5 years ago we were discovering the lives
of five young ballet students at the Paris
Opera. 5 years later they tell us about
their lives as young adults – their hopes
and their doubts.

ARTISTS & LOVE 5x26’
Discover the story of intimate and
tumultuous love stories in the context
of art! Amedeo Modigliani and Jeanne
Hébuterne, Lee Miller and Man Ray or
Gerda Taro and Robert Capa…

THE CABINET OF CURIOSITIES 52’
This place of erudition and magic in
the era when kings and princes were
passionate about acquiring curious
collections has been back in vogue for
some years. What is the reason for this
worldwide craze?

THE OWL’S LEGACY 13X26’
Chris Marker’s mythical masterpiece
released for the first time in 30 years.
A film in 13 episodes about the influence
of Greek culture in our society.

A HEALTHY DIET
FOR A HEALTHY BRAIN 52’
How can we protect our brain, and most
importantly, what is the ideal food to eat
to maintain it and make sure it develops
properly? Laboratories across the entire
world are in the process of revealing and
explaining the influence that food has on
the way our brain works.

SCREEN GENERATION:
SICK GENERATION? 52’
Smartphones, TV, computers or digital
tablets are now unavoidable in our daily
lives. Are we damaging our brain with
these damned screens? This scientific doc
will distinguish between verified truths
and falsehoods as well as the merely
possible side -effects of screen exposure.

MAHATMA GANDHI,
BEYOND THE MYTH 52’ ANNIVERSARY
Gandhi was a world known icon, a
non-violent leader and symbol of India’s
independence. What were his strategies
to personify this struggle?
How did he make his own body and his
image the key weapons of his worldwide
communication?

NELSON MANDELA,
BEYOND THE MYTH 52’
The doc revisits the genesis of a legend
first built without the man itself, Mandela
being jailed for 27 years. An international
struggle against apartheid, popularized
by political and pop culture figures all
over the world. Would Mandela be at the
height?

KATE BUSH, THE INDOMITABLE 52’
Kate Bush is one of the greatest stars in
Brit pop. She was a prolific author who
moved beyond conventions to explore
musical genres and multiply stories with
a myriad of characters. This movie goes
through four decades of music to retrace
the icon’s unique career.

HITCHCOCK CONFIDENTIAL 52’
We may think that everything has been
said about the great Alfred, but what do
we really know about the man behind
the director? Through the intimate,
gentle and critical eyes of his wife and
collaborator, Alma, this film will allow us
to discover Hitchcock anew, between
darkness and light.

JOHN WAYNE,
BEYOND THE LEGEND 52’
Archetype of a heroic cowboy or
uncompromising macho:
Wayne fascinates. The film reveals the
man through his unexpected – but
real - frailty, and portrays its hero at the
twilight of his life.

GREAT MYTHS - THE ILIAD 26’
After the GREAT GREEK MYTHS,
(re)discover the epic that tells the story
of the Trojan war.
Each episode follows the dramatic
narrative of the original text and gives
breadth to Homer’s work thanks to
animations.

COMING SOON

